Women Hold Open House

1

The

The Women's Residence Hall of Clemson College will hold open house on Saturday, November
2, from 10 am to 12 am and from 4 pm to 6 pm.
All rooms will be open and the officers of the dorm
will be on hand to escort people through the dorm.
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London Here For Homecoming
At Last—Real Class!

Price Appears Saturday

By DICK MILEY
Providing entertainment for
the annual Homecoming dances, the Central Dance Association will present Julie London
and the Bobby Troup Quartet
for the Friday night dance and
Lloyd Price and his orchestra
Saturday night in the dining hall
on the weekend of November 15
and 16.
The Friday night dance will
last from nine until one, while
Saturday's will be from eight to
12. The prices of tickets are
$5.50 per couple Friday, $4.50
per couple Saturday night, or
$9 for a block ticket. Tickets
may be purchased from any
CD.A. junior staffer or at the

table in front of the dining hall
For this dance weekend both
dances will be informal, but all
boys are asked to wear coats
and ties.
Friday night Julie London and
the Bobby Troup Quartet will
bring to Clemson numbers from
many of her albums, such as:
"Julie Is Her Name," "Lonely
Girl," "Make Love to Me," and
many others.
The Julie London rocket to
stardom officially blasted off
shortly
after her graduation from high school when she
was spotted by talent scout Sue
Carol (Mrs. Alan Ladd) while
working in a Hollywood shop.
After a screen test Julie won a
movie contract plus six motion picture roles. A short while
later Julie introduced her first
hit record "Cry Me a River,"
and found herself discovered
all over again by music fans
throughout the nation. She decided to try her luck and talents in the New York
night
clubs and also found herself
guesting on major network variety shows such as the Ed Sullivan, Steve Allen, and Perry
Como telecasts.
Julie is considered by many
as one of Hollywood's truly remarkable talents; she has more
than fifteen motion pictures to
her credit, she has produced
almost a score of popular albums, and she has appeared on
practically every big-name television variety show. Julie also
goes on a yearly concert tour
all over the United States, and
she has appeared in most of the
nation's leading nightclubs.

Singing "Stagger Lee," "Lawdy Miss Clawdy," and his latest release "Misty", Lloyd Price
and his 14 piece orchestra will
high-light the Saturday evening
dance. He grew up around the
blues of New Orleans, as a
youth he learned to play the

piano and the trumpet, but he I this song "Lawdy Miss Clawdy"
soon switched to singing when opened the door to stardom for
he found his voice in demand Loyd Price. He has recorded
among his schoolmates. At the five million-seller hits. Besides
suggestion of a local dee-jay, he his talent as a local artist, he
was persuaded to record a tune i is successful businessman; ha
he had written and which his owns a music publishing cornaudiences liked to her him sing; Ipany and a shopping center.

DON'T FENCE ME IN

Educational Policy Committee
Delimits Off-Campus Housing

"Beginning next semester, off campus and that probably prove the proposal that the adwomen undergraduates
at the proposals would be enforced ministration be authorized to imClemson College will be requir- next semester or next fall. "We plement the policy as advisable
ed to live in the women's dorm- want what is best for our stu- — by requiring, with appropriitory," stated Dean G. E. Coak- dents,"
Coakley emphasized.
(Continued on Page 3)
ley, Dean of Men.
"We don't want to make rules
"With the introduction of the to hamper anyone; we want to
Bachelor of Arts curriculum provide the best facilities for
last year and the completion our Clemson students."
Clemson's variety student
this year of the first dormitory Starting next semester all womagazine, The Chronicle, refor women students, Clemson men on undergraduate level at
turned last week from the Ashas entered a new phase in its Clemson will be required to live
sociated Collegiate Press Associenrolment of undergraduate wo- in the women's dormitory, while
ation with All-American laurels.
men," says the office of the appropriate exceptions will be
"The Chronicle was one of
President of Clemson College.
two magazines in the 'general
made, such as for students liv"We have reached the point ing with their parents or other
magazine category' to be
where we are going to have to close relatives, and for married
awarded All-American from a
make some long range plans women living with their husfield of magazines from all ovfor off-campus housing," stat- bands.
er the country," Mike Medlock,
ed Dean G. E. Coakley, Dean The Educational Policy Comeditor of The Chronicle, stated.
of Men. "Clemson will perhaps mittee proposed that a general
ACP awards are made in the
reach the point where it can not policy be established such that
following year of the award winhouse all of its students in the the living arrangements of all
ning publication. This is the first
dormitories. We want to plan undergraduate men students be
All-American competition The
ahead for this so that we may subject to approval of the adChronicle has entered since the
set up some standard of hous- ministration with the student's
reorganization of the magazine
ing for off campus living."
enrollment in the institution conJulie London, considered by many as one of Hollywood's truly remarkable talents, is appear- in 1961.
"Often students go off campus tingent upon such approval.
The magazine was judged good
ing along with the Bobby Troup Quartet to provide entertainment for the Friday night dance
to
save
money,"
stated
Coakley,
of the Homecoming weekend. Julie goes on a yearly concert tour all over the United States, to excellent from editorial conCOAKLEY
The committee went on to ap"but often they don't select the
and she has appeared in most of the nation's leading nightclubs.
tent and editorial standards to
surroundings which ara most
production factors. Illustrations,
Clemson's DeMolay Club conducive to good study hab-1
art
work
and
photography
were
HUGHES SAYS
will meet in room 7 at 8:30 its. We haven't decided what |
judged excellent.
"As for changes in (his year's pm., Oct., 28. The Flower kind of yard stick we will measTalk will -be given and the ure housing with," Coakley said,
Chronicle," says Medlock, "we
Nine O'clock Interpolation will "but I think we would probably !
have added The Chronicle Editbe observed. Taps pictures
orial with commentary and the will be discussed, and plans take into consideration room
book review." "Considering we for our social during home- space, bath facilities and pricFairfield University's four- razor sharp Fairfield four widdon't have a school of journal- coming will be presented. All es to name a few." Coakley went
some
from Fairfield, Conn, ened the gap at the critical moism here at Clemson," Medlock interested DeMolays are in- on to add that a complete study
brought
defeat to an inspired ment when Clemson missed the
of the proposals will be made
final toss-up and the clock ran
By DWAINE JACKSON
Hughes counsels students not tion and personality. "This sys- said, "I think our magazine vited.
concerning the housing of men Clemson College team in the out with a score of 245-200 in
rates
very
well."
"Times have changed! No to seek too many job offers — tem, thus far, has proven a trewaining minutes of play on the
longer does the graduating sen- "a popular mistake." "We urge mendous help to company repreG. E. College Bowl last Sun., favor of Fairfield.
Clemson's team lead by
ior have to knock on each pros- them to study the companies sentatives, aside from the valu- HIGHWAYMEN APPEAR
Oct. 20.
pective employer's door. Clem- carefully and narrow their able faculty time it saves,"
Fairfield, a Jesuit institution, James McConnell of Miami,
son's Placement Office makes choices down to a few," he says. Hughes stated.
coached by Rev. Donald Lynch Fla.; Clarence Beaudrot of
job hunting and recruiting eas- Each September, every sen- From Hughes' viewpoint, curjumped to an early lead in the Greenwood; William Hamilton
ier for the student, the employ- ior and graduate student antici- ricular changes have been keepfirst half with Joseph Kroll of Clemson. Frank Gentry of
er, and the alumnus," stated Mr. pating
graduation
receives ing a steady pace with the conleading the attack. Not until Clemson, was coached by hisGregory Hughes, director of placement information and a list stantly changing needs of indusseveral questions later did tory and government professor
of prospective employers. Week- try, business, and government.
Clemson's Placement Office.
Clemson enter the scoring col- Dr. C. W. Bolen.
Today, opportunities for sen- ly placement bulletins are post- "This can only mean," he says,
umn with Bill Hamilton and During the half time a short
iors are broadened through cen- ed in each of the departments "that our faculty is keeping in
Frank Gentry of Clemson an- film of the Clemson campus
tralization. "They see a picture and in the Placement Office, touch with employment opporswering three toss-up questions was narrated by Beaudrot.
One
of
the
most
popular
folk
singing
groups
in
the
nation
today,
the
Highwayof all fields, and they have a where the student can make ap- tunities and is sensitive to these
followed by Clarence Beaudrot As runnerup, Clemson rebetter insight into what other pointments for company inter- changes." This will continue to men, will be present at the annual YMCA concert in the Clemson College Audi- of Greenwood adding the third ceived a $500 scholarship grant
from General Electric Co. Fairjobs offer and how their train- views. .
be so as long as Clemson alum- torium. The Highwaymen, known for their international approach to folk music to put Clemson ahead 125-90.
ing fits into the overall oppor- A new faculty appraisal sys- ni maintain contact with the col- will be playing many of their well known hits such as "Michael," "Cotton Fields," Fairfield, paced by Kroll, field picked up another $1500
tunities," said Hughes.
tem was added last year. Each lege.
came back in the second half scholarship for their third win.
Clemson was represented in
"We are not an employment student chooses three faculty
"Our placement program will "Praetoria," and "Well, Well, Well."
of play to lead Clemson 195-125.
They have recorded four al Rapidly fired questions on art, the audience by the president
office," said Hughes. "We em- members to prepare confiden- continue to grow," Hughes statbums and have made many per- literature, music, history and of the college Dr. Robert Edphasize the use of career infor- tial appraisals for campus re- ed. "It has become a service of
sonal appearances in the leading sciences put Clemson in strik- wards along with members of
mation in preadmissions couns- cruiters and the student's perm- centralized interviewing with
colleges and universities all over ing distance of Fairfield in a THE TIGER, The Taps, The
eling during a student's campus anent file. He is rated on such closely coordinated contacts bethe eastern part of the nation. close 215-205 score in the final Chronicle, and the alternate
life and after graduation."
traits as his capability, motiva- tween employers and faculty. It
In addition, they have been on minutes of the game, but the Clemson bowl team.
is truly distinctive, and we feel
the "Ed Sullivan Show" and'
it's the best for Clemson today."
"The Tonight Show."
The Highwaymen began their TOP AWARD GIVEN
career together when they met
at Wesleyan University where
they were members of the same
fraternity. They were popular
To the Clemson Student Body:
around campus and sang impromtu at many fraternity funcThe Immunization Program planned and administions. Later they sang at
tered by the Student Health Service for all Clemson
hootnannies in eastern colleges.
students was extremely successful. It is very gratifyMr. J. R. Cooper, General Distinguished Military Stu-1 Truesdale, and F. P. Weichel,
"Make
Up"
time
will
be
held
Secretary
of the Clemson YMCA dents in the Army ROTC pro-1 Jr.; and Cadet Master Sergeant
ing to me to learn that the overwhelming majority of
for those not having the Tuberrecently stated, "From the ad- gram for the school year 1963-641C. W. Jenkins.
our students voluntarily took advantage of this excel- culosis Skin Test read and those
vanced information which we were announced by Army ROTC Col. McDowell congratulated
lent program of preventive medicine and by their par- not participating at all on 29
have about this concert group,
these cadets saying that "being
students of Clemson and the of Clemson yesterday. The ca- declared a DMS in the military
ticipation have assured themselves of better health for October 1963 at the Student
dets were given the DMS Award
Lounge, 11 am to 1 pm and 2 pm
Clemson
community
will
ceris equivalent to being a Phi Beta
the future.
to 8 am. You are required to
tainly not want to miss this con- during a special ceremony at
(Continued on Page 6)
drill
and
were
honored
with
a
cert!"
I understand that 3750 or approximately eighty-six have a completed skin test.
brigade review afterwards. The
Also
offered,
as
before,
will
Tickets
are
now
on
sale
at
per cent of our students received the skin test for TB
be Oral polio vaccine and Inthe YMCA. Single student tick- following Army ROTC cadets,
and ultimately all students will complete this impor- fluenza virus vaccine. These
ets are $2 and tickets for couples nominated by Col. S. T. Mctant test. Ninety-seven per cent took the polio vaccine, are VOLUNTARY but highly
$3. These tickets will also be Dowell, Professor of Military
encouraged. Hypodermic needon sale at the door of the au- Science, and approved by Dr.
and seventy per cent received a flu shot.
les will be used for the Flu vacditorium on the night of the R. C. Edwards, received the
HIGHWAYMEN
DMS:
Obviously, such participation could come only from cine.
concert.
Cadet Colonel Walter T. Cox,
an interested and enlightened student community and
Jr., Brigade Commander; Cafor the student leadership given this worthwhile proj- CONCERT SERIES OPENS NOV. 13
det Lt. Colonels, S. W. Griffin,
ect, I am grateful. I wish to express the thanks of the
D. W. Moorehead, M. R. Prater, Competition for the Thomas
administration and faculty to the many organizations
B. R. Shillinglaw, and F. W. Newcomen Award in Material
Vandiver, Jr., battalion com- History has begun and will be
and individuals who contributed so willingly to this
manders; and Cadet Majors M. open until Mahcr 15.
cause. I woud like to specifically thank the Student
F. Dawes, L. J. Hasty, W. M. The contest, open to seniors
Senate, THE TIGER, WSBF, the Dormitory SupervisLeaptrott, D. A. Mauney, D. D. within 50 credit hours of gradRichardson, T. H. Risher, L. uation, offers as first place prize
ors, Blue Key, Circle K, Numeral Society, Demolay, the
M. Seitz, and R. D. Walden.
By
JIM
HICKS
$100 and a parchment scroll.
and
a
series
of
works
for
piano
marks
his
sixth
season
before
series
of
waltzes
for
London
Angel Flight and other sororities and fraternities for
This year Clemson
College American audiences.
and orchestra.
Records
to
release
in
the
U.
S.
And Cadet Captains C. B. The award will be determined
the fine services they performed.
again presents a series of con- Mantovani formed his orches- He has branched into television,
On November 20, the Massed Beaudrot, M. Bohonak, Jr., F. by a paper written in the field
Needless to say, without the foresight and service certs for the enjoyment of stu- tra during the thirties and, as he films, and has played command Pipers, Regimental Band and C. Byrd, J. M. Carter, D. A. of Material History (non-politigiven by Dr. Hair and his Health Service staff along dents and faculty. The college conducted, he experimented un- performances before the Queen Highland Dancers of tha Black Dombrowsky, E. P. Earle, D. cal and non-social). The paper
will be host to two distinguish- til he had evolved his "New of England. He is the first art- Watch, Royal Highland Regi- P. Gilbert, R. D. Hurley, J. M. will be based on the results of
with the generosity of Lederle Laboratories, this mas- ed orchestras, the world re- Music." Such popular favorites ist to have sold 1,00,000 stero ment will appear here in the Rogers, W. A. Sanders III, H. some research, with footnotes
course of its second North Am- E. Sells, J. A. Smoke, P. E. indicating sources of important
sive program to insure better student health would not nown Black Watch Band, Dan- as "Greensleeves," "Wyom- recordings.
cers and Pipers, and our na- ing," "Chermaine,"
"Moulin Somehow Mantovani manages erican tour. This tour will cov- Stroman, W. G. Walsh, W. H. facts and containing a biblioghave been possible.
tions oldest and most honored Rouge," and "Theme from Car- to find time to compose melo- er 64 cities in an eleven week Weaver, and C. L. Wehunt; raphy of research materials
To all of you I extend my sincere appreciation.
ballet company.
nival" assume entirely new dies. He has made excursions period.
Cadet Lieutenants J. L. Collins, used. Papers must be neatly
Beginning the series, Manto- depths when arranged by Man- into the more serious side of The traditions of the Black J. D. Denit, L. L. Joyner III, typewritten and be not less than
Robert C. Edwards
vani and his orchestra will ap- tovani.
music with "Dance of the Eight Watch date back to the early J. M. Kelly, Jr., C. F. Morgan, 2000 words in length and prePresident
(Continued on Page 5)
pear on November 13. This fall In 1951, Mantovani recorded a Veils," "Poem to the Moon,"
D. O. Pope, E. J. Treese, J. L.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Clemson Collegen

So far THE TIGER has been very
careful to remain silent on the editorial
page concerning the "College Bowl."
This rule was made because no less than
five members of the eight-man squad
were associated with THE TIGER. This
week the rule is going to be broken because there are a few things that must
be said.
The interest that has been shown by
the students in this project has been
more than inspiring; it has been amazing. As the preparation for the appearance began, most of those on the team
fully expected to be completely ignored.
We can not thank you enough for the
support that you have given us.
Secondly the team is greatly indebted
to the administration for the financial
support that allowed us all to go to New
York and that allowed us to remain in
New York for the alumni dinner. In
the history of the College Bowl program
there have been very few cases when a
President has taken time to come to a
program.

Naturally the problem of the current
football season came up. Dr. Edwards
managed to explain one major contributing factor in our lack of success without sounding apologetic. He pointed
out that our academic standards are going up much faster than the national
average. Because of this fact many of
the former greats of Clemson football
history could not even get into Clemson
now. There are still schools where
many of these men can go and in fact
we play some of them.

The members of the faculty who contributed their time to prepare questions
and answers and to help individual team
members in their field made an important contribution. Particularly generous with their time on this project were
Dr. Vogel, Dr. Whitehurs*- and Mr.
Caskey.
Finally and most importantly, it is
entirely impossible to overestimate the
contribution of Dr. C. W. Bolen, who
was the head coach of the team. This
gentleman has put in countless hours
compiling and writing questions for
our practice rounds, invited the team to
his home not less than fifteen times, and"
thoroughly built a competitive team
from scratch.
There is no question in the minds of
those who know that Dr. Bolen was
more valuable to this project than any
team member. The fact that Clemson
was not wiped out before a national
audience was due to many people in
part and to Professor C. W. Bolen in
particular.

Bowl Team Commended
An all too brief word about our College Bowl Team. They fought a hard,
come-from-behind battle, failing to win
only because they were stopped on the
one-yard line in the final seconds of
play, but they gave evidence to the rest
of the country that our college can
match wits and brains with the best of

them. They can be proud of themselves.
It is too bad our expression of gratitude
can not go further. They deserve recognition as much as our athlectic teams
commensurate with the fine job they
did and for the service they have performed for our school.
JWC

The letter pointed out that the quote, although
carried by the Associated Press, originated with the
National Rural Electric Cooperative Association which
is, according to Duke Power, "bitterly opposed to the
free enterprise system, as far as electricity is concerned." Further, that the NRECA is "the co-ops'
Washington propaganda and lobbying association."
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1957 Southern American Gulf
Coast Baseball League championship in Podunck, Alabama,
with Sam Ranoysky pitching.
But . . . "Leonard Bernstein
—who does he play for?" Try
New York, sport. The Clemson Concert Series (unlike the
fabled Westminister series)
renders good musical offerings
that run the gamut of good
taste. But how many attend?
Too few! A grass roots survey revealed primarily two
response as to why.
1) I don't like the stuff.
2) (and more often) I just
don't have the time.
This latter principle points
an accusing finger at the faculty. Oh, they would have us
invigorate our somewhat stolid
etc., but some seem to delight
in giving a major quiz the day
after concert night. It is impossible to conceive that work
loads be considerably lessened on the mere four nights of
the concert year?
The lecture series is another
bonafide means of stimulating
intellect. It is really a refreshing experience to listen
to a lecture with the prime intent of enrichment—and knowing there won't be a quiz on
every proposition and preposition presented.
The Rudolph Lee Gallery in
the School of Architecture has
twelve exhibits scheduled for
this year. These exhibits
range from shows of contemporary painting and sculpture
to English water colors and
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IDEAS AND OPINIONS

The Future Presents
Little For The Masses
By BILL MEGGS
Editorial Columnist
What is the greatest problem facing America today?
Is it the threat of nuclear war
or the heinous state of relationships between band of man
with band of man? Is it the
rise of the tremendous juggernaut, the military-industrial
coalition which has gained so
much power and control in the
lives of individuals? Perhaps
the ever-growing central government or the internal racial
strife would rate high. These
problems are truly staggering,
but they are far from being the
worst of our troubles. The
greatest problem facing
America today is poverty,
that simple form of human
misery which has plagued
every society and has a tenacious hold on ours.
Although the situation is bad,
the future years promise a
boom in poverty which will
surpass any conceivable unless one looks far across the
boundaries of this blessed domain. There are two forces
working hand in hand to produce the up and coming poverty explosion. One is the increased use of automation and
technology which is diminishing the supply of jobs. The
other is people. There will
just be too many of them. A
biological species is supposed
to follow a logrithm curve in

Somewhat Stolid And Stale
Eastern Southwestern North
Carolina was bad until I came
to Southern
Northwestern
South Carolina. President
Kennedy should declare this
area as one of our country's
prime socially depressed
areas! Just think of the fervid night-life of such cosmopolitan boroughs as Pickens,
Westminister (is that where
the Abbey is), Liberty, Central,
Pendleton (thank heavens for
that one), Six Mile, etc. ad
infinitum. Have you ever had
the pleasure of becoming totally enraptured in a performance by the Six Mile Philharmonic ... or what about
Liberty Ballet Troupe? There's
word that the Westminister
Concert Association is presenting a delightful programby Roy Acuff and the Foggy
Mountain Boys!
All kidding aside now—Clemson College, Clemson, South
Carolina, should ideally be
an oasis in this cultural Sahara of Southern Northwestern South Carolina. Well, is
it? An institution's reputation
is made by its individual
members. So, with this in
mind, let's examine Clemson
men and women.
Some critics (grossly misinformed we hope) say that
the Clemson student is basically base in his knowledge and
appreciation of music. So
many people on the residence
halls can easily tell you how
50,000 fans saw Joe Syscirra
steal second base in the third
inning of the sixth game of the

»

Duke Power felt compelled to reply to this accusation and well they should have in light of information
supplied in a five-page letter to the TIGER from Duke
Power.

CULTURAL WASTELAND
By BILL MARTIN
Guest Columnist
"College life is an enriching
and exciting experience. We
fatten our hungry minds on
rich, robust knowledge. We
broaden our seemingly narrow
vistas. We completely lose
our petty prejudices. We invigorate our somewhat stolid
and stale intellects."
Ha!!! (number one)
That fine statement could
well be a quote from countless
high school commencement
speeches across the country.
And if you witnessed such a
Utopian abortion, you have
most likely become drastically
disillusioned in life here at
Clemson College.
Granted—Clemson men and
women fatten their hungering
minds on a boundless supply
of knowledge that is second
to none in quality and quantity. In the realm of academics, then, life at Clemson
is definitely enriching and exciting.
But what about these other
ideas set forth by the local
minister in High Schoolville?
Do we broaden our vistas .. .
or are our vistas broadened
for us? There's a stimulating topic right there, but let's
move on.
Do we lose our petty prejudices? Ha!!! (number two)
What about these somewhat
stolid and stale intellects? The
general area of Clemson, South
Carolina, is not exactly conducive to an invigoration of
intellect. Really — I thought

—————

In the TIGER of October 4, this column quoted an
Associated Press report that accused Duke Pow«r
Company and two other state power companies as having overcharged their customers. The quote in essence
went as follows: ". . . that 38 leading commercial electrie utility companies overcharged customers by more
than a billion dollars in the five year period, 1956 to
1960. Included in the list were . . . Duke Power Company for overcharging by $26,456,000."

both the quantity and the quality of the
current faculty. The important matters
of the faculty pay scale and the increase
in physical facilities was covered statistically. He made every effort to
share the credit for these accomplishments with those who took part in
them.

Thank You, And You, And You

i

By JOHN COYLE
Associate Editor

New York, New York

President Edwards did not say, and
we are sure he did not mean, that
Cemson will never have a good team
again. All he did say was that the
standards of the college will never be
lowered for that purpose. He was
praised for that sentiment in New York
and we wish to praise him here.

n

Duke Power
Has It's Say

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1963

Monday night the Clemson students
who were in New York were invited to
an alumni dinner given by the New
York chapter of the Clemson Alumni
Association. We received several impressions that were particularly gratifying.
First, Clemson men continue to be
interested in their school. At least forty
people cared enough to come to the dinner. While they were there the chief
topic of conversation was Clemson and
its growth. Second, this group of Clemson men is in favor of the forward
strides that have been made here. This
was clearly evidenced by the tone of the
questions. For example, in the case of
the name change, it was not "Why destroy tradition?", but "How soon can
it be done?"
As these present and former Tigers
introduced themselves, another fact became apparent. Clemson men have a
fine future ahead in life both financially
and intellectually.
Finally and most importantly the
speech, or as he would say, "progress
report," of President Edwards was impressive. Dr. Edwards pointed with
justified pride to the great growth in

—-———

drawings of the 18th. and 19th.
centuries. Anyone who missed
Young Americans 1962 (October 1-22) has missed a genuine
perception into the core of
artistic Americana.
And there are many more
activities along this line. Practically every school has adjunct lectures, films, etc. to
which the GENERAL PUBLIC
IS INVITED.
Now don't say you haven't
heard of these functions. Announcements are made Ion?
in advance. And the Tiger
and WSBF carry full particulars in toto.
But most people don't offer
this excuse. They revert to
the time problem. An analysis of the time problem, however, proves it isn't quite as
valid as it sounds. With the
exception of those enrolled in
the schools that require Monday-Friday afternoon labs,
most students rarely have
more than 300 minutes of class
time a day. So—come on fellas—who are you trying to kid?
Part of the enriching program of college life includes
a cultural betterment, and,
if we fail in this respect, we
can't consider ourselves complete academic successes. Remember also — whether you
take advantage of these opportunities, or not, you've paid
for them. So, why not do your
part to make Southern Northwestern South Carolina's burning, hot, dry, sands rich and
verdant with culture.

population. A leveling off of
the number of members of any
upecies should occur when
equilibrium of life giving elements is reached. Man does
not behave in this manner,
and there will be more people and fewer jobs. The result is poverty.
Having a large mass of unemployed and underpaid units
in a society will completely
destroy or renovate it. Deep
seated unrest and dissatisfaction sets the stage for the
toke-over by a demagogue
with little concern for anything but self. The spawning
of a socialistic or communistic state occurs in these same
waters. The lower echelons
of such a state will be cemented to misery, and the higher
classes cannot hope to hold
that which they have. Only
one direction may be found for
movement—an implosion, a
complete and devastating collapse into nothingness and
complete misery will occur.
Some argue that povertystricken masses cannot sur-

vive too many generations
and should be left to wither.
Some hold that they should be
punished for their lack of initiative. People who argue in
such a manner are sometimes
called social Darwinists, students of a laissez-faire school,
or Ayn Rand. There are, however, better names for them.
It must be realized that poverty is perpetuated from generation to generation. There are
forces beyond the grasp of the
individual which can stomp
him into the concrete. The
self-fade man motif is a corny
bunch of nonsense which applies to a few lucky gents who
blew their horns too loudly
for their mortal station.
The care of these outcasts
will eventually fall to government. Private business with
its profit motivation will do
all that it can to eliminate
jobs, not create them. Let us
hope that it is jobs, education, and training that is given
to the poor, and not a dole
of bread and a bowl of soup.

In stating its own case, Duke Power takes exception with the approach employed by the NRECA in
computing the return earned by the utility companies.
According to Duke, "The first fundamental error in the
co-op approach is in using 'Net Electric Utility Plant' as
a rate base for computing the return earned by the
utility companies. This is not,the proper rate base for
computing earnings and is not used by the South Carolina Public Service Commission or any other regulatory
commission that we know of. For example, it does not
include Materials and Supplies or Working Capital.
These two items alone amounted to $27,819,000 for Duke
Power Company in 1960."
The letter also noted that the NRECA used an average value for "Net Electric Utility Plant" not used
by the S. C. Public Service Commission or the Federal
Power Commission. And yet the NRECA claims to
have used the same statistics quoted by the above
agencies in compiling their indictment against Duke
Power and the other two accused companies in this
state, South Carolina Electric and Gas Company and
Carolina Power and Light Company.

AROUND CAMPUS

School Spirit
On The Wane

By STEVE CAPLAN
Tiger Columnist
Saturday afternoon, October
19, is now a matter of sport's
history now as far as the Clemson Tigers are concerned . . .
On that day they lost to Duke
University after a long, hard,
exciting game. Walking around
campus after the loss brings
two questions to one's mind.
Where is the spirit that made
Clemson famous throughout
the land? Where did this
modern trend towards impartial student bodies begin?
Around Clemson these days
is the unheard of practice of
betting against our school
team. What kind of people bet
against their own team? While
it may be true that the Tigers
are underdogs in certain
games it seems a little like
backstabbing to bet against
them. How can a team be
expected to go out and do their
best when they can get odds
against themselves in the halls
before they leave for a game?
It is true that The Clemson
Tigers have not won a game
to date, but it is not through
lack of effort as has been
proven in every game. The
boys on the football team go
out and fight for the student
body and the school every
week; they come off the field
cut and bruised, win or lose.
They carry the name Clemson
Tigers onto the field with.
them. Can we as Clemson
students give them less than
our best support?
At pep rallies the turnout
has been small; on home game
weekends many students go
home. Many of these less
spirited Clemson men have
been heard to say such things
as "Why root for a losing

team?" The apathetic attitude of the student body as a
whole is almost sickening.
In days not too long past,
students were known to be
heard from one end of town
to the other on pep rally
nights, the sound of cheering echoing and re-echoing
throughout the dormitories late
into the night. Now the only
way to hear cheering on a pep
rally night is to be right beside the pep rally. The people who attend do a magnificent job, but sheer lack of
numbers hampers them greatly.
Before school spirit was a
thing of the past, students
were heard cheering all
through the night after a win;
it might still be so if we have
a chance to find out, but also
there was cheering throughout
the games whether or not we
were behind.
To be sure there were plenty
of people glued to their radios listening excitedly to the
Duke game, but after the
game a lot of people shrugged
and said that they were not
really disappointed, they had
expected to lose anyway. What
kind of people expect their
team to lose?
Where has the great spirit
of the past gone? At a game
one of the alumni is worth
three of the present students
as a member of a cheering
section. These grads have the
spirit and hope in them. It
was instilled in them as part
of the tradition of Clemson
Men. It is hard and also a
little sad to realize that the
great spirit of the past could
degenerate so quickly into
such complete nothingness.

A further error was made by the NRECA when
they made the assumption that 6% is the only permissible rate of return for a utility company.
If these replies to the NRECA's claim of privatelyowned companies over-charging their customers is
true, a great disservice has been done by this group
to the accused companies, power companies across the
nation, and the people.
Duke also cites figures and statistics of the Public
Service Commission of South Carolina to support its
arguments. According to the Public Service Commission, South Carolina residential consumers for the year
ending December, 1960, were about 30% of the average
rate paid by the same consumers in 1932. Also that the
average United States residential consumer purchases
electric energy at an average rate of about 20% more
than the average rate paid in South Carolina by the
consumers of the privately-owned Electric utilities.
If what Duke Power, the South Carolina Public
Service Commission, and the Federal Power Commission have to say is correct, the NRECA may not have
actually lied to the public, but its manipulation of statistics to create the illusion of public utility impropriety amounts to the same thing.
Duke Power rests its case.
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Freedom They Sought
And Freedom They Got

skiff they had previously lower
By ROGER TAYLOR
ed from the stern of the boat
Special-Sections Editor
At last it was safe to begin
At last they were safely en- rowing, so each man took an
gulfed by the murky blackness oar, and the skiff struck out
of night. Still, the two men in toward the distant coast of
the skiff did not dip an oar I Maine. Each mile brought them
into the water as the other | into rougher water, and after
boat's dim lights gleamed like i two hours, the small skiff was
stars in a vast, black sky. The j being tossed about on a very
skiff was at the mercy of the i choppy sea, but the hardy men
sea, but gentle swells pitched I rowed on, bucking the waves.
and rolled it ever closer to jA storm was coming up, a real
freedom. Waves lapped against ! old fashioned northeaster, and
the sides as the two men hud- I the surf was thrown into their
dled on the floor, scarcely I faces with an occasional bolt
breathing. Freedom, so long of lightning flashing over the
only a wistful dream in their 'horizon. The risks had been and
hearts, was almost a reality still were great, but their goal
now. Many plans had been was approaching reality.
considered and rejected during
LAND SIGHTED
the months the two friends had
plotted their escape.
The older of the two men
noticed a beam of light off to
ANXIOUS MOMENTS
the northwest, and he pointed
Earlier in the evening their it out to his companion. With
flight had almost been sealed renewed vigor the men tried to
off when the guard had caught direct the boat in that directhem on deck after hours. He tion. Two miles away up high
had been suspicious but let the on a rocky cliff, a lighthouse
event pass without investiga- stood its lonely sentinal over
tion, telling them to go below the sea. Its huge revolving
immediately. Later, these two eye cast an intense beam of
fugitatives had silently crept light over the rocks, the poundback up on deck and into the ing surf, and out to sea. The

On Determining Fate
By EARLE SMITH
Tiger Feature Writer
I walked along the path one day;
The path of anguish many say,
And came by choice and not by chance
Upon two paths by which I might pass.
This crossroad did not me surprise;
It had been foretold by darkened skies,
But now ahead the choice did lie;
Which way to take? Which one to try?
One path looked of a certain fate,
But the other had a forbidding gait,
And led to some unknown end
To which I was afraid myself to send.
I stood a while with an uncertain air
And assumed a feeling of doubt and despair.
The path of security and certain result
Could not ever calm my mind's tumult.
For though by that way I took no gamble,
I knew that my mind would everafter ramble
For another way, another end
Which would change its present progressive trend.
Why should this path be a problem to me?
Many such decisions I have made with certainty.
This be not a choice that results in Heaven or hell,
But rather it determines if my journey will go well;
Or am I to judge which journey is best?
For this choice in reality is no significant test,
And I may have no reason for this material strife,
As I may cross this same path later in life.
It is only a mere material thing,
But, alas, I am only a human being!
A creature that when subjected to temptation and fear
Is weak to resist, though his Master be near.
Thus I am troubled with the choice I might make,
For it seems to carry important weight,
But I must not tarry here longer still,
For the end is far, and the distance must be filled.
I've made my choice, although with very much doubt,
For I am dubious as to where it will come out.
The path of certainty could be none but wrong
And would only fulfill an immediate qualm.
I hope and I trust and I earnestly pray
That the Great Shepherd has shown me the best way.
I must have faith in him who knows the best
And have faith that his guidance will pass the test.
Yes, I still have doubt and troubling fear,
But I know that my Master is always near,
And I believe that my choice was favored by his hand;
To where it leads? I trust to my Father's land.
But I also hope that it does include
The selfish desire which I have reviewed;
But fate has claimed the right to decide,
I am on my way—My all I have tried.
Yes, I go in faith for I know I have tried.

(bhaiMn'A
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Chamber o-P Commerce

Well, gentlemen..
We've got our
work cutout
-for us*

Tiny Tidbits
Of Interest
To Collegiates

lighthouse welcomed seafarers
with its illuminating beacon,
but also warned them of the
hidden reef and forbidding rocks
which can dash both man and
boat to pieces without provocation.
As the men advanced near
the coast, the light grew stronger, blinding them to all but
reaching shore. At this moment, a mammouth wave broke
over the skiff and hurled them
into the frigid surf. They fought
to the surface, but the strong
current had pulled the boat into the surrounding blackness
and could not be seen. The men
struggled furiously to stay
above the surface and to fight
the numbing water. They tried
to swim, but the sea was reluctant to give up its two victims and cast the fugatives
toward the protruding rocks.
FREEDOM AT LAST
Dawn came to the rocky
beach beyond the jagged rocks
and adjacent to the cliff. The
keeper from the solitary lighthouse made his way down the
winding path from the cliff to
the beach. The sudden storm
of the previous night had probably driven all the fish out to
sea, but he was a creature of
habit and fished every morning. He came upon the two
iroken bodies strewn on the
>each along with the remains
)f a skiff. Both men were dead
ind had no identification. The
onstable was called to remove
he bodies, but his ensuing inestigation proved fruitless. The
wo nameless casualties of the
ea were buried in unmarked
raves. No one ever knew that
hese two Russian sailors had
lied vainly trying to reach the
ree country they had heard
;o much about.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS

STUDENT CHAPLAIN

Students Seek Answer

By FRED BYRD
[religious faith, but it is also for this comment by saying, "I live
Student Chaplain
ethical ideals. For example, a by a certain standard, but I'm
Why are we called "the seek- boy said, "Everyone in college not sure it is the right one." A
ing generation", and what are talks about sex in a gossipy girl, after listening to both, re•• . ■_
way, but I wish someone would olied, "But that is a purely inwe seekmg? These are ques-1
ak seriously about what our
lividual matter, and each pertions which are of concern to j obligations are in the realm o' son must make up his own
us as college students, and I sex." Another boy responded tc nind how he wants to behave."
shall try to answer them in the |
next few issues of THE TIGER | COLLECTOR'S PARADISE
A college president said this
about our generation: "The militant atheist has vanished from
this student generation. The student today is a wistful agnostic. He is agnostic about both
religious faith and moral values. He has no great faith and
no strong moral convictions,
but he wishes he had both. The
student listens to anyone who
has faith to offer, but he is
seldom persuaded."

By PHILIP WHITAKER
For those who are interested
in coin collecting, Clemson has
a pleasant new business next
to the shoe store. The friendly
atmosphere of Mrs. Wyman's
coin
shop, The Market Place, is
Since most of us were born
near the end of World War I, symbolized by a dish of free
we have never known a world candy. New customers are askthat did not have a cold war. ed to introduce themselves, and
We show little obvious interest |
in world affairs. Many students I she always attempts, thereafadmit that they never read a iter, to call them by name and
newspaper: Most students have | introduce them to each other.
no interest in "peace marches" Unlike most other businesses,
or "ban the bomb" demonstra- one is not on the defense against
tions. Professors and religious the "let me sell you something"
workers are convinced that attitude, but is always welcome
most of us are without anxiety even to sit for a couple of hours
or concern for the world situa- in comfort and discuss coins
tion.
over coffee.

In addition to being extremely interesting, coin collecting
can be profitable. It is possible to find in your own pockets, coins which may be of
value to a coin collector. In
general, modern coins are worth
more than ancient coins, probably due to the machine age.
All modern coins are so precise that no difference can
usually be found between them.
However, the classification of
coins by date and mint mark
causes some of the less abundant coins to be worth more.
Similarly, mint errors or differences may raise the value of
the coin.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: TOM ASHWORTH
Southern Bell Telephone Accountant Tom Ashworth
(B.B.A., 1958) is one of his company's most knowledgeable
experts on computers.
Tom has harnessed computers to many tasks. After
general assignments and five months' training in punched
card data processing, Tom was put in charge of converting
the existing manual billing of Long Distance calls to a
mechanized operation in Memphis. His job was to decide
how the work would be done and to develop new procedures
for doing it more swiftly.

OKLAHOMA STATE
UNIVERSITY

Numismatics Market
Contains Rare Coins

For example, one of the 73
million 1909 Lincoln pennies
One campus chaplain called The study and collection of from the Philadelphia mint is
us the "jittery generation." A coins, or numismatics, is a worth 35 cents in good condi(Continued from Page 1)
jittery generation is not the rapidly growing hobby. Gather- tion. However, one of the 2 milte exceptions, that all undersame as an anxious one Wejed at The Market Place are lion Lincoln pennies from the
raduate men students live in
may panic under certain cir- ' many ancient coins from all
he dormitories; by maintaining, cumstances but we fall back over the world, struck without San Francisco mint, distinguished by an s under the date, is
i liaison relationship with land-i„ • ,, • .
... „,
nra« ,nH „d-s.i I.«M^.. I «n"*»y into normality. We as- the aid of modern machinery worth 25 dollars in the same
sume that since we can do noth- Usually, the impression is not condition. Victor D. Brenner,
•y establishing and maintaining
ing about the world situation, we centered on the coin, but lnlwho designed the coin, has his
i list of approved non-college should just shut out thought many cases, it is distinct.
■ initials on an additional half
lousing; by approving or disapabout it. When, as during the person receives a kind of joy|
iroving specific arrangements Cuban crisis, it forces its way from holding in his hand a coin mUlion San Francisco pennies
causing them to be worth 115
or the individual student as
with the impression of some
;ubmitted at the time of matric- into our attention, we are jit- famous man when it is realized dollars in good condition. About
tery enough to retort strongly,
a third of a million Indian penulation or at the time of change
our defenses soon reassert that it was struck during the nies were minted in San Frann living arrangements; or by but
era of th
themselves. Nonetheless, we i
at man. This coin was cisco that year which are now
ising any of the above devices
are seeking some form of sta used several thousand years valued at about 66 dollars.
x appropriate rules and regulaago by men in the same manbility and assurance.
ions considered necessary to
ner that our pennies, nickles, Money may be invested in
effect proper control.
This seeking is not only for and dimes are used today.
uncirculated coins, mint sets,

EDUCATIONAL

Yes, we are hesitant to pass
judgement on the behavior of
others or on ourselves, but we
do not hesitate to pass ethical
judgement on our college administration. Next week we will
see why and how we condemn
our administration.

His reward came in the form of frequent salary increases
plus more responsibility.
After following up the first Memphis conversion job,
Tom skillfully handled another. As a result, he was promoted to Special Accountant in the Nashville district, where
he still teaches computers new accounting feats.
Tom Ashworth, like many young men, is impatient to
make things happen for his company and himself. There
are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed
or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.

When the air raid siren
sounded, nobody ran for cover.
The DAILY TEXAN suggested
that maybe people believe in
treaties. They could think that
"Civil Defense is Colossal Deception," knowing that fallout
shelters are not of much use in
case of a direct hit by the
bomb, or these foolish souls
could be suicidal. Finally, the
most logical explanation was
submitted by an English instructor. It is just not very
suave to run down the basement stairs screaming "Helpl"

and proof sets. Uncirculated
coins are those which have not
been used for purchases. They
are taken, when new, and protected from wear and misuse
in several types of containers.
They can also be obtained from
the Denver and Philadelphia
mints in sets called mint sets.
Proof coins are coins which are
struck at the mint with special
processes and much care. These
coins, which have a distinctive
luster, are never allowed to
come in contact with other
coins. They are sold above
face value by the Philadelphia
mint in a set. The Denver mint
does not produce proof sets.
The value of these sets, and
even more the value of the coins
individually increases with age.

It seems that some professors and department heads are
flipping coins to see who will
use what books. THE DAILY
O'COLLEGIAN said that the
Union Bookstore had a supply
of 6th edition dictionaries and
the 7th edition had already
arrived. So, instructors who
required the books in their
classes got together and matched to see who would use what.
Then they told students in their
respective classes that this was
the only book they could and
nothing else would do, not even
if Jhe students had already purchased the opposite edition.
This is highly unfair to the
students. Not that the bookstore should be stuck with the
out-of-date issues, but the instructors should vary their
teaching material to cope with
both editions.

On Campos Max§lraJmari
Kith

(Author of Rally Round the Flag, Boys
and Barefoot Boy With Cheek)

HAPPINESS CAN'T BUY MONEY
With tuition costs steadily on the rise, more and more undergraduates are looking into the student loan plan. If you are
one such, you would do well to consider the case of Leonid
J-gafoos.
Leonid, the son of an unemployed bean gleaner in Straight**ied Circumstances, Montana, had his heart set on going to
college, but his father, alas, could not afford to send him.
fromd applied for a Regents Scholarship, but his reading
speed, alas, was not very rapid —three words an hour — and
before he could finish the first page of his exam, the Regents
had closed their briefcases crossly and gone home. Leonid then
applied for an athletic scholarship, but he had, alas, only a single
athletic skill—picking up beebees with his toes—and this, alas,
aroused only fleeting enthusiasm among the coaches.
And then—happy day!—Leonid learned of the student loan
plan: he could borrow money for his tuition and repay it in
easy installments after he left school!
Happily Leonid enrolled in the Southeastern Montana Col-

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

lege of Lanolin and Restoration Drama and happily began a
college career that grew happier year by year. Indeed, it became altogether ecstatic in his senior j'ear because Leonid met
a coed named Anna Livia Plurabelle with hair like beaten gold
and eyes like two sockets full of Lake Louise. Love gripped
tbem in its big moist palm, and they were betrothed on St.
Crispin's Day.
Happily they made plans to be married immediately after
commencement—plans, alas, that were never to come to fruition
because Leonid, alas, learned that Anna Livia, like himself,
was in college on a student loan, which meant that he not only
had to repay his own loan after graduation but also Anna
Livia's and the job, alas, that was waiting for Leonid at the
Butte Otter Works simply did not pay enough, alas, to cover
both loans, plus rent and food and clothing and television
repairs.
Heavy hearted, Leonid and Anna Livia sat down and lit
Marlboro Cigarettes and tried to find an answer to their problem—and, sure enough, they did! I do not know whether or
not Marlboro Cigarettes helped them find an answer; all I know
is that Marlboros taste good and look good and filter good, and
when the clouds gather and the world is black as the pit from
pole to pole, it is a heap of comfort and satisfaction to be sure
that Marlboros will always provide the same easy pleasure,
the same unstinting tobacco flavor, in all times and climes and
conditions. That's all I know.
Leonid and Anna Livia, I say, did find an answer—a very
simple one. If their student loans did not come due until they
left school, why then they just wouldn't leave school! So after
receiving their bachelor's degrees, they re-enrolled and took
master's degrees. After that they took doctor's degrees—loads
and loads of them—until today Leonid and Anna Livia, both
aged 87, both still in school, hold doctorates in Philosophy,
Humane Letters, Jurisprudence, Veterinary Medicine, Civil
Engineering, Optometry, Woodpulp, and Dewey Decimals.
Their student loans, at the end of the last fiscal year,
pmounted to a combined total of nineteen million dollars—a
cum which they probably would have found some difficulty in
repaying had not the Department of the Interior recently de) 1963 Max Shnlre*e
clared them a National Park.
Xou don't need a student loan—just a little loose change—■
to grab a pack of smoking pleasure: Marlboros, sold in all
fiftg states in familiar toft pack and Flip-Top box.
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Little "Green Bay' Tigers See Rally Fall Short
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Can Clemson Cut Cunning Cavaliers?
Victory Virgins Vent
To Vanquish Virginia
By RICHIE PARRIS
Tiger Sports Writer
Tomorrow the Tigers travel to Charlottesville,
Virginia to tackle the syndicate which comprises
University of Virginia gridiron eleven. This is a
well-understood fact; not so well-understood is the
fact that Tigertown fans have yet to boast of a
Clemson victory after witnessing five well-played,
hard-fought, and even spectacular contests of football endeavor. Regretfully, the Tigers are fast obtaining the somewhat ambiguous reputation
throughout the state of being an "almost" team.
Yet the faithful Clemson fans realize this isn't altogether justified. Undoubtedly, and without recourse, we have faced some of the best teams in
the entire nation, bar none. Still, being facetious
does not satiate the innermost desires of long-time
Tiger fans. In short, we and they want a victory!
And we will wager that this coming football game
is going to definitely fulfill such desires. Tomorrow the Tigs, winless but proud, are going to make
the Cavaliers of Virginia wish that we had
achieved victory in every football game we had
played this year!!
quite able of grinding yardFor a rundown of the team age out via the ground route.
we will be confronting tomor- They have only attempted 48
row, we will succumb to the passes the entirety of the seastatistics sheet. Virginia has
son and have completed 18 of
been able to score in the win
column only one time thus far these. Yet they are equipped
with a satisfactory aerial atthis season, that being a victack, if needed, and it is
tory over the untaunted gridders
this writer's postulation that
of VMI week before last. Perit
most surely will be requirhaps the Cavaliers exhibited
ed
of them before the aftertheir most spirited performance
only last Saturday, when they noon is through.
managed a 10-10 tie with the
A "thumbnail sketch" of the
Birds of Carolina.
fellows who are most likely to
Virginia has excellent punting, perform the heroics on the morhaving averaged an even 40.0 row for the University of Viryards per punt for the five ginia would look something like
games they have played. The this: Quarterback. . . .Patrick
fellows who take care of the McSweeney. . .not outstanding,
kicking game for the Cavaliers but an adequate signal-caller
are Shuman, Massie, Prusmack and playmaker; Fullback. . . .
and Hepler, with Shuman bear- Bob Prusmsck. . .leading balling the brunt of it. Another cate- carrier for '62 freshman team,
gory in which the Cavs are out- has promise of becoming the
standing is pass defense. They best ever at Virginia; Halfback
have intercepted 6 passes this . . .Terry Sieg. . .first unit right
season, while limiting past op- halfback all last season with 5.0
ponents, to ought; the centers of rushing average; Halfback. . . .
the team have accounted for 3 John Greene . . .letter-winner,
of these pass steals. Massie, fast and shifty, fine open-field
aside from sharing punting and runner; End. . .Stuart Christhilf
kicking duties, is also quite cap- . . .two-year letterman, excelable of running back punt re- lent blocker, sure hands with
turns. Such a statement can be ball-catching ability; End. . .
well-illustrated by making note Myron McWilliams. . .two-year
of his 99-yard run for a touch- letterman going into third seadown against the University of son as first unit left end, has
North Carolina after hauling in high defensive rating; Tackle
a punt emanating from the toe . . .Bob Kowalkowski. . . .newof the UNC kicker.
comer at first team right tacThe Virginians have no kle slot, outstanding as freshtouted passing attack, but are
Continued on Page 5)

Tough Tiger Foes

"Pardon Us, But We're In Need Of Tiger Meat"

Tigs Set Passing Mark
In Wild 35-30 Contest
By BELLY LINN
Tiger Sports Writer

C8 PLAYS WRONG TEAM

right after the kickoff. High- hit end Mike Troy for 6 points.
lighting the drive to the Duke 12 Pearce's P. A. T. left the score
was a 50 yard pass play, Ray
"They should'a stopped to Mauldin. Once again the 35-30.
everyone at the gate and Tiger Drive sputtered and
The battling Tigers were ,
made them pay another dol- Frank Pearce split the uprights
lar!" These were the words for three points making the given a break with 1:57 left ,
when Wilkenson's fumble at ■,
of Clemson coach Frank How- score 14-10 Duke leading.
ard after he had witnessed his
the Duke 39 was recovered by
winless Tigers drop a 35-30
Could the defense relax with
Childers. Parker then passed
decision to A. C. C. champion
only a few minutes left in the
to Davis who carried to the :
Duke. A game that was billed
half? Not hardly! Caldwell inas a hard-nosed, grind-em-out
tercepted a Parker pass at Duke 22 and Tiger fans sensed
affair certainly proved to be the Clemson 44 and returned
an upset. However, with Duke »
anything but that. It was
it to the 10. From here Glackusing 7 men in the secondary,'
more like a Sunday afternoon
en found Crisson in the "Land
Parker's passes failed to hit
Washington Redskin game
of Glory" for 6 points. Curtis
and the final score read Duke ,
when the defense considered
kicked the point and Duke led
35 Clemson 30.
itself lucky not to be scored
21-10 with 55 seconds left. Exon more than once a quarter.
hibiting pro-type form, the
Duke's Soph. Sonny Glacken
Tigers bounced back on a
The game began as if it might tremendous 68 yard scoring set an A. C. C. record by passturn out to be quite disasterous pass to Case. Pearce's kick ing for 4 touchdowns. However,
for the Tigers. After receiving made the score 21-17 and left
the kickoff, a Parker to Mat- the fans, more than the play- what surprised everyone was
Clemson's passing attack. Tiger"
thews pitchout went a stray and ers, in need of a brief rest.
quarterbacks Jim Parker and.
Duke recovered at the 32. The
Tigers held, however, and a
The second half began where Tom Ray set an A. C. C. rec-,'
field goal attempt was wide. the first half left off. On the cord by passing for 364 yards..,
Clemson couldn't move and first play from scrimmage,
Duke took the punt on their 43. Duke's Wilkenson was off the The Tigers averaged 28 yards,
From here they moved and a the races again, tlis time for per pass, completing 13 of 26.,,
Glacken to Wilkenson pass for 67 yards and a touchdown. Cur- Once again the Tigers amassed,
28 yards made it 7-0 Duke.
tis kicked the point and Duke plenty of yardage, but fumbles,
After the last play of the 1st led 28-17.
and bad breaks left them on
quarter, Clemson fans began to
Clemson then started a drive
wonder if the Tigers were not of its own. Things went good the short end of the score.
on a goodwill tour. On this play until they reached the Duke 13.
Mauldin was back to punt and Here the drive stalled and
the center snap sailed over his Pearce's field goal attempt
head, giving Duke possession at from the 24 was blocked.
the Tiger 26. The Tiger defense
A few minutes later Clemson
reacted again and held Duke at was in business again after
The Tiger cross country teanv
the 25.
Ward intercepted a pass at the
Finally the Tigers began to Tiger 34. Parker's Passes to traveled to Raleigh last Satur-.
move and couldn't be stopped Poole and Fogle moved the day for a dual meet with N. C.
for the rest of the game. Tigers quickly to the Duke goal State and South Carolina. In
Parker threw to Poole for 55 and Matthews ran 3 yards for the first half the Tigers went
yards and the Tigers were in the score. Clemson played for
down 36-19 to State, the low
business at the 10. However, 2 points but failed and Duke
score wins in cross country.
Clemson missed the touch- lead 28-23.
down by six inches. Duke
The Blue Devils, however, The Woltpack's Silas Davis
punted and Clemson drove weren't through. Behind the came in first with a time of
from the Duke 26 for the brilliant quarterbacking of Son- 22:04. E. J. Drown of Clemson
touchdown with Matthews ny Glacken, Duke moved to the
scoring from 11 yards out. Tiger 28. Glacken then faded finished third.
Pearce's kick made it 7-7.
back and hit Crisson again, who In the U. S. C. meet the Tigers'
It took Duke exactly 40 sec- made an unbelievable catch lost 30-25. Jim Poulas of Caronds to score again. Duke's standing less than a foot inside olina finished first in 22:17, and
"Rabbit" Wilkenson returned the back of the end zone. The E. J. Drown came in second.
the kickoff 69 yards to the Tig- P. A. T. made it 35-23.
Richard Towns of Clemson finer 27, and Glacken immediately
The Tigers never gave up. ished fifth.
passed to swing end Stan Cris- Parker engineered the Tigers
son for the score. Curtis' kick with great poise, the big play Tomorrow the Duke varsity
made it 14-7 Duke.
being a 25 yard pass to Maul- and frosh visit Clemson for a
The Tigers came roaring back din. From the Duke 37, Parker meet at 11:00.

Duke Runners Here

Intramural Roundup
By ERNEST STALLWORTH season favorite was upset by D | of Eddie Myers to Seabrook
Tiger Sports Writer
6, in a hard fought game. D5 Merchant and Dave Watson and
The teams in this year's foot- was whipped by Sigma Alpha an interception by Aubry Swofball program have shrunk to Zeta, 6-0. In League E, A8 de- ford, 19-0. In the big fraternity
four in each league, with Char- feated B7 in a Montana playoff, battle of the week the Kappa
leston Area pounding along to- 1-0. Oconee County showed con- Delta Alpha Deacons defeated
ward their fourth championship. siderable strength in downing the Kappa Delta Chi Eagles, 13However, the real headliner last the Baptist Student Union, 31-0. 6. DKA scored on passes from
week was the bizarre happening Sigma Kappa Epsilon was de- quarterback Tom Risher to Greon Bowman Field. B8 arrived to feated by C7 in a heart-stopper, nette and Davis. Then they held
off a strong Eagle rally to win.
play their game. Then C8 came 7-6.
dashing to the field. The game In League F, Kappa Sigma In the finale Dorm 10 whipped
had started when F5 came trot- Nu defeated E4 on the passing Delta Phi Kappa to win.
ting up to play B8. As it turned
out, C8 had a game on the
Army Drill field. Though forced
to start twice, B8 still came
through. Behind the pass catching and defensive antics of Gist
(Hero) Duncan, they smothered
F5, 8-0.

Wild Intramural Play

In
League A, Charleston
Area behind quarterback Nicky Lomax and the solid defensive wall of Bill Clair, Kit
Bell, Bob Utsey, and "Fish"
Johnson rolled to victory over
Phi Kappa Delta, 180. Dorchester County, though stunned by the fired up DKA Devils opening touchdown, roared back to convincing victory
on the passing of Link Knight
and the touchdown of Joe Jeffords and Gene Dukes, 27-6.
D. C. showed that they would
offer Charleston serious opposition in the next round. Dorm
8 whipped E3, 20-0.

In League B, Kappa Delta
Chi's Raiders used an alert secondary headed by Jimmy Carter and Steve Zeigler to bury
Dillon County, 26-0. Chester
County turned back A 9 in a
The "Death Valley Run," a
tight battle, 7-0. B6 slaughtered high school invitational cross
Dorm 8 (left), 24-0.
country meet, will be held on
In League D, Kelly Road, pre- November 2 at Clemson. This
meet is open to all high school
boys who are eligible according to the regulations of their
school and State Athletic Association.
Team
Won Lost Tied
The meet will be run on an
Duke ....... 4
0
0
North Carolina ..4
0
0 individual basis, and there will
N. C. State .... 3
1
0 be no team championships.
South Carolina ..1
2
1 Teams can enter as many or
Wake Forest .... 0
1
0 as few as they wish, and
Clemson
0
2
0 awards will be given to the top
Shown above are two Virginia players. Center TURNLEY Virginia
0
2
1 ten finishers. This will become
TODD (55) is shown leading interference for fullback BOB Maryland
0
4
0 an annual affair.
Additional information and
PRUSMACK (33).

Annual "Death Valley" Run Set Here
entry blanks may be obtained
by writing H. C. Greenfield,
Track Coach, Clemson College,
Clemson, S. C.

Tally

A.C.C. Standings

W..L.GB.PCT
.690
.690
.660
Fishbein
63 37 6 .630
.630
.630
.620
.610
Linn ....••.. 62 38 7 .629

We Pick 'Em
Sanders
Clemson over Virginia

Clemson

Clemson

Army over Washington State

Army

Army

Army

Army

Army

Army

Wash. St.

Baylor over Texas A&M

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Furman over Citadel

Citadel

Furman

Furman

Furman

Furman

Furman

Furman

Duke

Duke

Duke

N. C State

F. S. U.

F. S. U.

F. S. U.

L. S. U.

L. S. U.

Georgia

Georgia

Duke

Duke over N. C State
Florida St. over V. P. I.

Duke

Duke

F. S. U.

F. S. U.

LSU over Florida

L. S. U.

L. S. U.

L. S. U.

Georgia over Kentucky

Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

Illinois

Illinois

Illinois

Illinois over UCLA
Iowa Over Purdue

Georgia

Georgia

Illinois

Illinois

Illinois

Illinois

Purdue

Iowa

Purdue

Purdue

Maryland over Wake Forest

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Miss. State over Memphis State

Miss. St.

Memp St.

Miss. St.

Memp. St.

Memp. St.

Memp. St.

Miss. St.

North.

North.

Mich St.

North.

North.

North

Minn.

Minn.

Minn.

Minn.

Navy

Pitt.

Navy

Northwestern over Michigan State
Minn, over Mich

Navy

Pitt, over Navy
Wisconsin
Oregon

St.

over
over

Ohio

St.

Syracuse

rexas over Rice

Wise.

Ohio St.

Wise.

Wise.

Wise.

Syracuse

Syracuse

Syracuse

Syracuse

Syracuse

Rice

Texas

Texas

Texas

Boston College over Air Force
North Carolina over U. S. C

No. Car.

Minn.

Wise.
Syracuse

Syracuse

Texas

Texas

Rice

Air Force

Air Force

Boston College
U. S. C

Pardon me if! sound as if the
executive position I've landed
deals with the whole future of
the world.

It does.
Certainly, there's no organization today conduct*
ing more vital business than the business of the |
United States Air Force. And very few organiza- J
tions that give a college graduate greater opportunities for responsibility and growth.
As an Air Force officer, you'll be a leader on the ;
Aerospace Team—with good pay, a 30-day paid
vacation each year, educational opportunities. ,
How can you get started? For many, the best way j
is through Air Force ROTC. But if you missed out
on AFROTC, or if there's no unit on your campus,'
you can still apply for Air Force Officer Training
School. This three-month course leads to a commission as a second lieutenant in the United
States Air Force.
For more information about Air Force OTS, see
your local Air Force representative.

U.S. Air Force.

!
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Carolina Biddies Play Cubs
Game Here Today At 3; f>os|,'s "Open Meet"
Rats Expected To Attend
By FRED CLEAVES
Tiger Sports Writer
Clemson Last To Beat Duke
The Blue Devils of Duke have now won 12 straight
ACG Conference games in a row. Their latest victory
was over Clemson's own Tigers last Saturday by a 35'30 score. It was a bitter defeat for Clemson to swallow, not only because the Bengals came so close to winning against the unbeaten Iron Dukes, but because the
loss completely knocked the Tigers out of any run they
• may have made for the league championship.
The last time Duke lost in the conference was back
in 1961. That year Clemson traveled to Durham and
came back with a 17-7 triumph over the ACC champs.
And although the Tigers didn't win this past weekend,
the new conference mark they set against the Blue Devils for most passing yardage in one game (364 yards by
Parker and Ray), and the 30 points Clemson scored,
certainly humiliated unbeaten Duke to say the least.
Cannon "Borrowed"
When the Clemson Cheerleader's cannon was being
unloaded upon arrival at Duke last weekend, it disappeared. Only an hour before the game Clemson was
without her cannon. When the Duke cheerleaders rode
around the field in a Model T Clemson's head cheerleader, Page, stood in the path of the auto trying,to flag
it down. The car didn't stop, but Page did manage to
get one of Duke's cheerleaders off the running board.
After exchanging a few heated words with the Duke
'student, Page and the rest of the Clemson cheering
squad rushed across the field to the Duke side and finally came back with our cannon. Only it was painted
solid blue and said DUKE in big white letters across it!
Some of you present Freshmen and Sophomores may
want to put this in the back of your mind, for while we
don't play Duke in football next year, we will in two.
And some of you might want to cheer just a little harder at the next meeting on the gridiron.

ACC Weak?
This past weekend also had a few surprises. Maryland, who is 0-4 in the conference, went outside the
league to take on tough Air Force. And after spotting
Air Force 14 points, the Terps roared from behind to
score 21 points and upset the favored visitors 21-14.
The winning TD came on the last play of the game on
a pass from Shiner to Hill; the second time the same
two had clicked for TD's in the game. And the ShinerHill combination had one long scoring pass play called
back earlier in the game.
The Maryland win gave the ACC their third win
against outside competition in fourteen games; nothing
to brag about. In fact, it serves to point out the fact
that the ACC, whether we like it or not, is one of, the
weakest, if not the weakest, major conference in the
nation. Certainly teams like Virginia, and especially
Wake Forest, wouldn't stand much of a chance getting
out of the basement in any league, even the Ivy. And
take the conference's leaders, Duke and UNC. The Tar
Heels were soundly thrashed by Michigan State this
year. And California, supposedly not the best of the
Far West's teams, recently tied Duke. The Blue Devils
will have to go some too, to beat their other two outside
foes—Navy and Georgia Tech.
Two-Platoon Back?
The Tigers should break into the win column this
week. And that's not the only good news. In the current issue of LOOK, Red Blaik, long-time Dartmouth
and Army coach, predicted that colleges would return
, 4o two-platoon football in 1964. Colleges played under
the system from 1949 to 1952, and it was during this
time that Howard had one of the greatest teams Clemson ever fielded, the undefeated team of 1950. And two
of his teams during this period went to bowls. Howard
has long advocated the two platoon system.

Proves Successful

By NICK LEMPESIS
Tiger Sports Writer
By BILLY WALKER
Anders right with him. In the Coach Greenfield has anThis afternoon at 3 P. M. another chapter in the intense rivalry between ClemTiger Spoits Writer
Javelin the winner was Frank nounced that there will be a
son and Carolina will unfold. As with the varsity game, all records, statistics, and
Kostyra
with a toss of 145' 11"; meeting of both the Freshman
previous performances can be thrown out the window, so they mean nothing at Several good frosh prospects
and Varsity Track Teams. The
have emerged from the open M. C. Kasha finished second.
Varsity will meet on Monday,
all.
meet held for rats this past
October 28, at 8:00 P. M. in the
The Gamecocks of Carolina have won three straight games this season.
week, and it is hoped that sev- Kuty got off to a fine throw of track dressing room. The
40'-8V4"
to
win
the
shot
put.
eral more will show up in the
They have defeated Gordon Military Academy 6-3, N. C. State 25-13, and Wake
Freshmen will meet Tuesday
finals yet to be' run. Wednes- He was pushed hard by Sikes Oct. 29, at 8:00 P. M. in the
Forest 7-6. The Wake Forest game has been the only mutual opponent and
day's finals were postponed with a throw of 40'-4". Sikes track dressing room. Both meetthus the only means of comparison. Clemson defeated Wake Forest by a more
due to the cool weather and will came back to win the discus ings will be short, but importwith a throw of 115'-1", Baldan- ant, and all are expected to atbe run Tuesday, October 29.
decisive score (21-7), but this will have little to do with the outcome of toza was second with 109'-ya", tend.
day's clash. In order to have a winning season, the Tigers must win today,
Thus far, C. W. Jager has and Kuty third at 101'-4V4"
emerged as a double winner in
and also next week against Georgia Tech.
the events already completed. The following schedule has
Carolina's big gun has been
HISTORICAL
'ullback Bob Cole, who has starting tackles could be Har- apparent lack of school spirit. On Monday, he came home first been made for the Frosh finals
scored four touchdowns. Buster lowe Tidwell (Cartersville, Ga.) This is a rather silly accusa- in the one mile run with a time to be held October 29. At 5:00
(Continued from Page 1)
Ximbrell handles most of the and Ralph Nuzaci (Monessen, tion since it is apparent to of 5:04.6 minutes, followed by P. M.—Trails and finals of the ferably not longer than 5000
High
Jump,
Broad
Jump,
Pole
R.
E.
Miley.
Tuesday
he
doubwork of halfback while Ted Pa.). Dan Gunnells of.Clarks- everyone that upperclassmen
words.
iYingard of Greenwood leads ville, Ga. and Larry Keys of have less spirit than anyone, led back and took first in the Vault—all interested report to
.he Gamecocks attack at quar- Cartersville, Ga. are going to but for the sake of argument 880 yard run with a time of the judge at the event. At 5:15 Contestants shall turn their
;erback. Carolina's center Mike be at the guard positions and I ask that all rats attend the 2:07.3 minutes. In the same —SO yard high hurdles finals— papers in .to Professor AmundJohnson thinks he is hot stuff Robert Hughes of Pickens will game today to show these slack race, Jay Byers edged J. E. with Masters, Porter, Hill, son of the Social Sciences DeStacy for second place by a foot Goehring, and Davden. At 5:25 partment not later than March
m defense but we hope Clem- be the center.
upperclassmen what school or so.
— 60 yard dash—with Darden, 15, so that the winning paper
son changes his mind.
spirit really is.
Wisniervsky, Anders, Greene, can be selected and the award
Clemson's Carl Williams, the Recently much criticism has
Richard Greene won the 220 Fischmon, and Hill. At 5:40— conferred at Honors and Awards
-forth Habersham star from been leveled on the "Rats" by Admission is $1.50 for Adults yard dash in 23.9 seconds, fol- Finals of the 120 yard high hur
Day exercises.
lowed by P. Fishmon and J. R. dies—with Hill, Greene, and
Jlarksville, Ga., will again be certain upperclassmen for their and .50 for Children.
A committee composed of the
calling the signals. Steve BarPorter. At 5:50—100 yard dash following faculty members will
ield of Gartsville and Jake
finals—with Hill, Wisniewsky, select the winning paper: Dr.
Memerqut will be the starting
Anders, Fischmon, Porter. At Bardsley, Dr. Lambert, Dr.
lalfs while Pete Batte of Char6:00—440 yard dash—all rats Lander and Dr. Ringold. Winotte will be in the fullback
interested report to starter on ning papers become the prop;pot.
the track for Trails and Finals. erty of Clemson College.
End Hoss Hosteller of CharBy KENNIE SANDERS
high school football for Pam- play football.
leroi, Pa., has been doing an
outstanding job at his right
Tiger Sports Writer
plico High. In his Senior year, From the start Billy liked
end position. He and Williams
"Coach Howard is a fine Billy was contacted by various Clemson. "I like the atmosphere
• have combined their skills for
coach and a fine gentleman. He colleges, including Furman, The here; the students are all very
some fancy pass plays this
thinks a lot of his boys and Citadel, and U. S. C. Assistant friendly and the faculty seems
season. Hoss has made sevtakes an interest in them," Coach Don Wade first contact- willing to help any student. I
eral spectacular catches this
stated Billy Weaver, a senior ed Billy for Clemson. Billy's think that I have made many
season, but he has also been
from Pamplico, S. C.
first interest in Clemson came friends here."
very valuable to Clemson due
When asked about the rat
through his desires to major in
Weaver,
a
graduate
from
to his fine defensive work. In
Hannah High School, played his Agricultural Education and to system, Billy remarded that
the Georgia game, he was
tradition should be followed,
voted the most outstanding
because so many other tradilineman, an honor well detions have been lost. Weaver
served.
added that he believes that
At the other flank is Wayne
Clemson should have become
Bell from Greenwood and the
co-ed at a much earlier date.
Weaver, a twenty-three year
old senior, married Judy McComb of Effingham, S. C. They
(Continued from Page 4)
have been married for two
man, hard tackier; Tackle. . .
years and are expecting their
Dick Myers. . .fills left tackle
first child in the latter part of
position most adequately, fights
his man with vigor and beats
December.
After his graduation in Januhim with quickness; Guard. . .
ary, Weaver will become Uncle
Duane Bickers. . .returns for
Sam's property. He is to report
third full season, outstanding in
for nine weeks temporary duty
his first two years at this posiin Virginia. Bill, who is enrolled
tion, always a fierce competiin advanced R. O. T. C, will
tor; Guard. . .Don Parker. . .
biggest man on team at preshave to serve two years in acent, tilting the scales at 260
tive duty.
Weaver's hobbies are fishing,
pounds, holds down first unit
hunting, and a little studying
guard position solidly; Center
ever-now-and-then. He is cur. . . .Turnley Todd. . .captain
rently a member of the Block
of '63 squad, originally played
"C" Club and is an officer in
guard before being installed as
RULES AND PRIZES TO BE AWARDED
the R. O. T. C. program at
main center, especially adept at
WILL BE ANNOUNCED SHORTLY
Clemson.
linebacking slot on defense; DeBilly is looking forward to
fensive Specialists. . .Bob Dunthe last five games. "I think
phey, Tom Krebs, Gene Angle
U. S. C. is the toughest game
. . .these men account largely
left on our schedule, but we
for the taut defense the Cavalwill bear them. This year we
iers throw at their opponents
just have not had any luck.
each week.
We have fumbled and made
It will truly be a battle of the
costly mistakes, but we will
losers at Scott Stadium this Satwin the rest of our games.
urday, and it will produce but
This squad is as good, if not
one winner. Let us hope the
better than last years squad.
Tigers will live up to their capI just hope we can end up
abilities and emerge victorious.
the year as strong as we did
We're due a win. We deserve
last year."
one!

Guard Billy Weaver Feels Tigers
Are Better Than Record Indicates

THE TIGER
SAYS

Guard Billy Weaver

CAN

I1TIEMABLB0B0

Mil

CHRIST
SAVE YOUR
PACKS

♦J

MARLBORO * PARLIAMENT * ALPINE
PHILIP MORRIS *PAXT0N

Now five kinds of Chevrolets for all kinds of people!?

We can get it

LEARN TO BOX!

Coats

BE A MASTER IN THE ART OF
SELF-DEFENSE. EXPERT TRAINERS' SECRETE CAN BE YOURS!
NO EQUIPMENT NEEDED. FORM
A CAMPUS BOXING CLUB AMONG
YOUR FRIENDS FOR FUN. SELFCONFIDENCE AND REAL PHYSICAL FITNESS.

Trousers
Shirts

Shoes
Sox

We'll send you one full-size MENNEN
SPEED STICK DEODORANT free (but
only one per person—our supply is limited)
if you send us the coupon below with onl:
25# for postage and handling.
You'll enjoy the clean, fast, neat way—tht
man's way—to all-day deodorant protection.
MENNEN SPEED STICK, the man-size
deodorant, goes on so wide it protects almost
3 times the area of a narrow roll-on track.
Goes on dry, too—no drip, mess or tackiness
So be our guest-send for yours today.

COMPLETE BROCHURE AND LESSONS ONE DOLLAR.

JUDGE KELLER

SEND TO: PHYSICAL ARTS GYM.
Ml Clinton StrMt Htmptttlt. Lens
Island, N. Y.

WHEN IN ANDERSON
STOP AT

LARRY'S DRIVE-IN
104 W. CALHOUN

ANDERSON

MENNEN
FDR MEN

CAROLINA TERRACE
MOTEL
— DOWNTOWN ANDERSON —
Telephone CA 6-3411

COFFEE SHOP AAA

6-cylinder engines. Chevy II's six models in two series
JET-SMOOTH LUXURY CHEVROLET-For luxuryall act like they're bigger, more expensive cars!
loving people. Rich new styling, finer appointments in
CORVAIR—For fun-loving people. More fun than
all four series and 15 models. Engines up to 425 hp*,
ever from Corvair's new bigger engine! Same Corvair
manual or Powerglide* transmissions.
handling and riding ease in 9 models—including the
NEW CHEVELLE-For pacesetting people. A totally
150-hp Turbocharged Spyders!
new kind of car with small-car handling, big-car comfort!
CORVETTE—For sports-minded people. Corvette now
Styling that makes expensive cars jealous. Three series
rides softer, smoother—but loses none of its gusto because
and 11 models, and a full choice of engine and transits big V8 offers versions from 250 to 375 hp*!
mission teams!
e
Want to get together with other car-loving
CHEVY II—For practical people. Chevy II
people? Go see your Chevrolet dealer.... he
■with new V8 power* for fun-on-a-shoestring. CHEVROLET
likes all kinds!
*optional at extra cost
Stretches the shoestring further with 4- and

See five entirely different lines of cars at your Chevrolet Showroom - CHEVROLET, CHEVELLE, CHEVY H, CORVAIR & CORVETTE

THE MENNEN CO.,
Box 200 SS, Morristown, N. J.
Gentlemen: Send me one free Speed Stick.
I enclose 25tf for postage and handling.
NAMEADDRESS.
CITY

-ZONE-

-STATE-

■
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Jjom SfniteA Gi Student Qni&teAi (fa Vfljote 3bdi&M (foihwsi
Another Piltdown Man? Soph Likes Rat System
Dear Tom,
bate that point) has long since
Mythology makes nice occa- vanished from this earth.
sional reading for one's enter- Evidence, you ask? A quid
tainment, provided there is suf- look at last week's Tiger shoulr'
ficient variation in the material be ample evidence for even thbeing read, and provided the feeble-minded. There are suff
consumption of mythical tales cient reports of incidents ir
is interspersed with good fac volving a gross lack of consid
tual reading. A steady diet of
the same myth, however, not eration for anything but onese'
only gets boring, but soon has to convince the most skeptics
the effect of producing not en- that this student body is com
tertainment, but revulsion. This posed of a few decent peoplis especially true if the con- olus a vast majority of animal
sumption of the myth is not by Shall we name just a few c
choice.
the animals?
Such is the case with a certain myth currently in vogue on There are the swine, who thin'
this campus. It seems that a everything is theirs and any
certain number of deluded (or hing that is not is to be eithe'
;nst plain sick) people believe taken or destroyed. There an
in the existance of a specimen the sheep, who can only follov
known as "the Clemson gentle- others, whether it be a scream
man". What a laugh! What a ing mob trampling everything
magnificent joke! It is so mag- in its path, or the crew who
nificent that it is pathetic. The thinks it good clean sport to
"Clemson gentleman", if he hurl indecent insults at women
ever existed (I will not de- having the misfortune to be within range of their obnoxious
personalities. There are the
CADETS
chimpanzees, who think that the
ultimate in good dress is Ber(Continued from Page 1)
muda shorts, . shoddy tennis
Kappa in any other line of work. shoes (sans socks), and a shirt
Last year 33 cadets received tail "flapping in the breeze",
i he DMS as opposed to 41 this and who laugh and play until
•ear. The majority were made the final reckoning at the seas a result of the Cadets show- mester's end, then cry and
ing at summer camp combined plead for forgiveness, mercy
with their military grades. This and a passing grade. There are
hows that officers and students the alley cats (whose breeding
-om other institutions regard is a question mark) who sit
.'iese men as outstanding ca- in the windows and howl at any?ts. They should all consider thing resembling the female
;is quite an honor and I'm sure who happens to pass. There
isir parents are proud of them are the puppies, who—like all
ust as all the cadre officers very young animals—cannot be
ind enlisted are. "
trained to the point where they
can be trusted in society. They
To be designated a Distin- go about, littering the campus
guished Military Student, the with garbage, leaving their filadet must possess outstand- thy thoughts scribbled on walls
g qualities of leadership and and cut into desks with no
gh moral character, have ex- thought for the next person to
bited a definite aptitude and pass that way. There are even
. iterest for the military ser- the rodents (as opposed to
■ ce, stand in the upper third "rats") who feed on dirt and
i : his RQTC class, be an above decay, who actually think that
: verage student who has at- this kind of existance being
i lined an overall academic described is the way to live.
andihg in the upper half of But there are no tigers. The
; is class, and have demon- tiger is a proud animal, one
; rated initiative and leader- who sets his own course with: 'lip capacities through his par- out having to be led by the
wcipation and achievements in nose. The tiger is a "gentlecampus and civic activities.
man among beasts", silent exCadets selected as Distin- cept when sound is necessary,
guished Military Students are unobtrusive, protective of the
e"igible to apply for a commis- opposite sex, respectful of his
superiors. No, there are no
sion in the Regular Army.
tigers at Clemson. Perhaps
It is the policy of the Depart- the return of the tiger will come
ment of the Army to assign when the other "animals" are
distinguished Military Students returned to their cages in whati<i the branch of their choice ever zoo they belong (elemenand to grant them their re- tary schools, perhaps), and
quested duty station in so far maybe the "Clemson gentleas is practicable. Students be- man" will return about that
:ng commissioned in the Regu- time. Until such time as this
ar Army must agree to serve occurs, no son of mine (I have
i a active duty for a minimum three) will ever attend this den
• i three years and must volun- of lawlessness, drunkenness,
?er for either Airborne train- etc., etc.
>g or Ranger training. Stumts who are commisioned in Lastly, lest anyone think this
le Army Reserve are required is only the voice of an outsider
i serve either 6 months or 24 who happened to read one copy
nonths active duty, dependent of the Tiger, I live on the cam■ipon the needs of the service, pus, am a Clemson alumnus,
■\nd then are required to remain and have spent five and one
n a reserve status for either half years in all around ClemfVi years or 4 years upon com- son.
James A. Williamson, Jr.
pletion of active duty service.

Senate Convenes
On Aged Themes
Rudy Antoncic amended the
This week's meeting of the
Student Senate, held at 9 on Student Body constitution to give
Tuesday night, was highlighted the power of appointment of reby debate on several subjects. signed senators to the executive committee of the CCP and
Dennis Crocker, chairman of to the president of the respecthe traffic and grounds com- tive class. If appointments are
mittee, gave his report which not made withing two weeks,
concerned parking areas and this power goes to the presiscreens for physical plant smoke dent of the Senate, with a constacks. Crocker's committee re- curring ' vote of two thirds of
commended that a screen be the class senators involved.
placed on the physical plant Johnny Walker recommended
smoke stack in order to filter that a committee be formed to
out the pollution that settles on look into the possibility of a
cars as well as the campus. catering to aid dining hall serAction is to be recommended vice. The senators agreed that
to college officials. Dennis's the quality of food could be imcommittee also recommended proved and Norman Pullium
that signs be posted at each was to appoint a chairman head
parking lot restricting them to to look into the matter.
the people they are provided The inconvenience of students
for.
having to come back for classes
After Crocker's report, the on Friday after Christmas holiSenate concurred on having the days was brought up in the
Norman
Pullium
secretary send a letter to the Senate.
College Traffic Committee con- brought out that the calender
cerning repair of the parking was approved by the Board of
lots behind 8th, 9th, and 10th Trustees and no action, except
dorms. It was brought out that for letters and complaints by
the holes could damage stu- individuals, could be taken this
dents' cars.
year.

Compliments
Of

THE JOHN C. CALHOUN
HOTEL
And

THE CALHOUN MOTOR
LODGE
IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN ANDERSON

Dear Tom,
Last week I read a letter
'rom one of our proud, lofty
;eniors, advocating the total
ibolition of Clemson's Rat Sysem. I wonder, is he a Clemon man that wants this?
I am a proud, typical sopholore—proud that my first year
f college life was here at Clemon under our "juvenile" Rat
ystem—"devoid of true meanng."
What and where is the reasonlg behind the irrational statement—"it (our Rat system) is
; major contributing cause of
ur high freshman dropout
ate"? Any student who finds
ollege more than he can handle
ecause of dining hall cheering,
iccasional trips to Dan's, thirty
ninute pep rallies once a week,
and learning our Alma Mater
would never graduate from

MANTOVANI'S
(Continued from Page 1)
18th century. In 1724 George I
raised about 500 men to be stationed throughout the Highlands
to prevent clan fights and plots
against the government. This
group became known as "The
Black Watch" because of the
late hours they kept in their
vigil over the land and because
of the dark tartan they wore.
Appearing on March 2 will
be the American Ballet Theater, one of our great national
cultural assets. It has toured
more than any other company
in history. In its 23 years of
existence, the company has produced 103 ballets, of which 32
were world premiers. Its tours
have included performances in
48 states, 37 countries, and five
continents.

Clemson in their absence. I have
never met a student who hasn't
got thirty minutes he can spare
on any day of the week. So
let's not strain for a reason to
abolish Clemson's Rat System.
Some Clemson (?) men may
think Ratting is "devoid of true
meaning," but I hardly think so.
It is hard to state in simple
words just what our Rat system is designed to do, but its
value, to me, is quite evident.
Why do the armed forces around
the world require men to participate in drill and execute
military courtesy? Why do
clubs, fraternities, and various
organizations require initiation
practices of their prospective
members?
Simply because
these requirements create interest and enthusiasm, stimulate
spirit and participation, and
also give the individuals a feeling of belonging and unity.
Because of our traditional system Rats make many friends
that they might not otherwise
make, if they go through the
Rat season with the right attitude about it, which the majority do.
So let's don't be so quick to
knock a good thing. I know I
am far from alone in my hopes
that the Rats will long wave
their orange caps in cheers for
Clemson.
Sincerely,
John F. Lee, III

Me Too Says Rat
Dear Tom,
I'll start off saying that I'm
a "Rat", and a very proud one.
I'm proud to go home with my
head shaved and rat hat on. I
want everybody to know I'm
from Clemson! I not only speak
for myself but for quite a few
others. I don't think the Yankee "Rats" even mind singing
Dixie at dinner. I haven't heard
but one "Rat" complain since
I've been up here and that was
just because he's not man
enough to take it.
The only people that seem to
be complaining are the 'sophisticated' upperclassmen who
have only to sit by and enjoy it.
The Clemson spirit and hair
cut are known everywhere, and
the men wearing these Clemson marks are respected everywhere. Being from Columbia
I've talked to quite a few Carolina "Rats", and they are all
green with envy. They would
we Clemson "Rats" are. In
your Sophomore and Junior
year you're just another man,

Cow College No More
Dear Tom,
I do hereby wish to go on record as saying that I am proud,
indeed more than proud, of
Clemson College's Bowl team
and the way they represented
our college.

Dance Or School Hop?

Dear Tom,
ing to protest against the clodIt was gratifying to read The hopping, hog-calling confusion
Tiger's editorial admonishing the CDA thrusts upon them for
the poor quality of entertain- dance weekends? Isn't the CDA
ment at the Rat Hop. I am supposed to represent a'l of the
sure a pole of all students students and not just the 'high
would indicate that the majority school' Harrys?
of upper-classmen prefer a DorStudent wife,
It is directed by Lucia Chase sey type band for at least some
K. C. Amerson
and Oliver Smith. Miss Chase of the dances. When are the Ed. Note: I agree but perhaps
joined the American Ballet the- mature students of Clemson go- Julia London will help.
atre as a principle dancer at
its beginning in 1940. In 1945
she became director with Oliver
Smith as her co-director.
For its grand final the college will present the Houston
Symphony Orchestra conducted
by Sir John Barbirolli on March
11. The Houston Symphony is
ranked high among the top dozen orchestras in the U. S. During its 32 subscription concerts,
From prof to frosh knowledge
it does romantic, modern, and
gets around... and the latest
classical music.
is
the new Decton oxford by
Sir John is acknowledged by
today's
music lovers to be
ARROW. Take Decton,
among the top echelon of interARROW'S name for a shirt
nationally acclaimed conducblended
of 65% Dacron*
tors. In the two seasons he has
polyester and 35% cotton,
directed the Houston Symphony
Orchestra, it has become known
give it an educated new oxford
as one of the outstanding orweave and you have the equachestras in America.
tion for America's most popular
Regulary enrolled
Clemson
wash-and-wear shirt.
students will need their I. D.
cards for admission. For the
Authentic University Fashion
public the college is offering a
from the famous button-down
General Admission Season Ticcollar
to the button and pleat
ket for $7.00 and a General Adin the back, it's tapered to trim
mission Student Season Ticket
for public school students, colbody lines. White, colors and
lege students not enrolled at
stripes to choose from.
Clemson, and wives of Clemson
In long sleeves as illustrated
students for $4.00. Single admission tickets, if available, will be
$6.95
on sale for $2.50. These tickets
•DvPont T.U. tor itt polyester fiber
will be available at the President's Office.

Thanks Fellas

Dear Tom,
I would like to thank the freshman class for electing me as
one of the freshmen senators
I will try to do my best to represent the "Unparallelled Class
of '67." I hope that all of the
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Coloring.
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Charlton Heston
Ava Gardner
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In
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"55 DAYS AT
PEKING"
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Jack Lemmon
Lee Remick

"DAYS OF WINE
AND ROSES"
WED.
OCT. 30
Anthony Quinn
Jackie Gleason

'Requiem For A
Heavyweight"
THURS.
OCT. 31
Bovis Karloff

'THE TERROR"

Like most of us, you probably''
feel pressured at times with the
demands made on you for original
thinking, — for fresh ideas that
will lift your work above the
commonplace. Through the study'
of this book, Science and Health
with Key to the Scriptures by
Mary Baker Eddy, we are learning how to turn to God for the
intelligent ideas we need. You
can do this, too.
We invite you to come to oui
meetings and to hear how wa
are working out our problems
through applying the truths oj
Christian Science.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson
Meeting time: 7 p.m. Wednesdays
Meeting place: Student Chapel
Science and Health is available at all
Christian Science Reading Rooms and at maii
college bookstores. Paperback Edition (IAS.
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Special Late Show
10:30 P. M.

Oconee Theatre

L. C. MARTIN

for your clothing

Clemson Theatre

buttons-down
a student
of Oxford

J^aton de £5eeauie
h

freshmen will feel free to come
to my room, F-iil, to give any
suggestions which would help
our student government help
our college.
Thanks again,
Charles Jager, '67

Shoe Repairs

COLLEGE AVENUE

]

•

I believe that this team has
proven, once and for all, that the
term "Cow College" is, or
should be, a thing of the past.
Or, on the other hand, let them
call us the Cow College. I don't
care. Our Cow College team
almost won the College Bowl.
And remember, the team they
almost beat, were beating for
awhile, was a team that had
been on the program, successfully, I might add, twice before.
Yes, I'm proud of them, and
I think it's time for everyone
who said, way back about last
spring, that they would only
"make fools of themselves" to
come forward and congratulate
them on a fine performance.
Ralph Hood
Class of '64

(Companion piece to "A La- faculty, and visitors have enment," written when the Out- joyed strolling and riding along
door Theater was spoiled)
this cool wooded country road.
Possibly more than any other,
Dear Tom:
Neighbors of Lover's Lane a foreigner within our midst,
grew heartsick when they real- an artist, Madam Martha St.
ized that the rasping chain saws
Hubert, revelled in this area of
they heard were laying low
many of the sturdy trees that natural beauty. After a day
have made this shady lane of painting and ceramics work,
throughout the history of Clem- she parked her car and walkson a delight to lovers of tran- ed back and forth in what she
called her "Paradise." Now
quility.
"Paradise" is lost.
This particular out-of-the-way
spot had seemed too secluded This is not intended as an
9ver to become the victim of the argument about the whys and t
bulldozers of rapacious Prog- wherefores of such destruction,
only an honest expression of
ress. But not so!
the loyal opposition who feels
Almost as quickly as it takes with a current magazine writer
to tell about it, great sound that "listless acceptance" is ,
trees were felled—several dozen harmful to one's "personal inof them—and lay prone on the tegrity;" in this case one who
ground.
believes that Emerson was eter"Bare ruined choirs where nally right when he said, "Beaulate the sweet birds sang."
ty is its own excuse for being.**
Students in years gone by,
Lucile Watson

-ARROWS

«0 ■ "*v.

■*■

nothing to be proud of. You're
a nobody. When you're a senior, you have the ring. When
you're a Freshman, you have
plenty to show! Plenty to be
proud of!
As far as the dropouts go, I
think the "Rats" will try even
harder to stay in Clemson.
We're proud of it and we want
to stay here. I don't think the
"Rat Rules" are strict enough
to interfere with studying. I
haven't encountered any problems concerning "Rat Rules"
yet, and I don't think I will.
I even heard a "Rat" with a
Block 'C say that he was proud
of it. He is a "Rat" of "Rats"
and still proud. We're all proud.
Keep the "Rat Rules."
Let these upperclassmen who
are writing these letters against
the "Rat Rules", take care of
themselves. We "Rats" are
doing fine ourselves.
Thank you,
Jim McCormac
"Clemson Rat and
proud of it."

A Dirge
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